
KEY FEATURES

 › Create accurate, rich branding content 
from a combination of graphics, video, 
animation, and data to inform and 
engage audiences

 › Generate graphics and tickers 
dynamically with the latest news 
headlines, stats, polling numbers, and 
more from multiple database sources

 › Adapt quickly to changes by creating 
actions from content that can be triggered 
multiple times with different data

 › Deliver graphics faster and more 
accurately with support for all major 
automation systems and interfaces

 › Update and trigger graphics using 
conditional criteria with support for logic-
based graphics

 › Keep traffic running smoothly and 
get better visibility into your graphics 
scheduling through the browser module 

 › Get real-time rendering with support for 
certified “off-the-shelf” Dell servers (visit 
avid.com/maestro for details)

 › Create and preview graphics events 
anywhere, using any device

Capture audience attention and build brand equity with 

Maestro™ | TX, a complete MCR (master control room) solution 

that simplifies your production workflow. Working in conjunction 

with Maestro | Designer (included), it offers a full suite of tools 

to compose real-time channel branding graphics for “coming 

up next” spots, squeeze backs, tickers, and more. And it tightly 

integrates with MediaCentral®, all major automation systems, 

and all common databases, enabling you to generate content 

dynamically and automate graphics delivery and playout. 

With the utmost reliability. It’s the easiest way to keep viewers 

engaged and informed.

KEEP VIEWERS TUNED IN

Today’s audiences crave information. With Maestro | TX, you can easily set your 

channel and brand apart by giving audiences the content they want—without 

distracting them from your programming. Create and present stunning HD/

UHD and HDR graphics and video to elevate the look and feel of your brand. And 

automate promos, snipes, tickers, previews of upcoming shows, and bumpers 

to keep viewers watching and informed of the latest news and last-minute 

scheduling changes.

STREAMLINE PRODUCTION

Maestro | TX supports logic-based and data-driven graphics, minimizing prep time 

and mistakes, so you can get to air faster. Set criteria and conditions to trigger 

different graphic actions and behavior, without any scripting or programming. 

You can also create dedicated action-based controllers and pull info from multiple 

databases to auto-populate graphics templates in real time.

AUTOMATE YOUR BROADCAST

Whether used standalone or integrated with existing studio systems, Maestro | TX 

makes it easy to orchestrate multiple streams of file-based graphics and video 

into a fluid, perfectly timed broadcast. From graphics generation and back-

to-back clip playback, to triggering actions/events and automating traffic and 

device control, you gain the smooth, reliable operation you need to bring your 

perfectly polished channel to air. 

SIMPLIFY YOUR WORKFLOW

Maestro | TX offers tight integration with MediaCentral right from its interface, 

enabling you to find and access media across your platform—no matter where 

the assets are stored. Quickly locate and repurpose MediaCentral-managed 

images and clips without leaving Maestro | TX. You can even present and control 

Media Composer® sequences stored on Avid NEXIS® too.

GAIN GREAT PRODUCTION FLEXIBILITY

Combine graphics, content, and animation to create a button action that can be 

triggered easily—even multiple times using different data—enabling you to adapt 

quickly to unpredictable changes. And with the new Browser REST API, you can 

bring the capabilities of the Maestro | TX Browser application to mobile devices, 

enabling you to create and preview graphic events using just a web browser.

MAESTRO | TX
Complete channel branding graphics

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT 

avid.com/maestro
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